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About Me 

 
I'm a software developer with an eye for design and a love of problem solving. My work 
philosophy is quality over quantity and I feel the same way in my approach to programming. I 
have enjoyed a successful career as a music teacher and artist, but since I rediscovered my 
passion for software and web development I have dedicated my time and energy to web and 
software development full time.  The environments I thrive in are with positive and proactive 
teammates, who feed off of collaborative effort and creative solutions. 
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Experience 

 
Expense Tracker App:                                          2D Snake Game: 
( https://infinite-forest-78481.herokuapp.com/)               (http://bit.ly/32Op96L)   
This React.js  application was inspired by my            I built this 2D game  with vanilla Javascript   
interest in personal finance.  Input                                   (no frameworks) and it is rendered through the 
the type, location, date  and amount                               DOM on  html canvas.  The idea behind the 
 to submit it to a table displaying each                           game is for the snake to eat fruit and grow until 
expense. I used bootstrap for styling                               it’s head touches it’s tail.  The use of a for loop 
 with mobile-first UI/UX practices.                                   iterates over the snake pieces in an array to  
                                                                                                                  Have the pieces move like links in a chain . 
Calculator App: 
(http://bit.ly/2Tye1GX)   
This vanilla Javascript powered calculator  
with css flex-box can add, subtract, 
 divide and multiply decimals and whole  
numbers.  The DOM is manipulated  
through event listeners when the user  
clicks a number or operator button.   
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Education 

 

Software Development Mastery Program 

This was a 4 month intensive web and software development mentorship program which 

focused on learning Javascript, React, Web API’s, RESTful API’s, GitHub version control 
and problem solving strategies that are crucial for being a successful developer. 

Roosevelt University/ BA Music 

At Roosevelt, I was able to network, study and perform music with many talented 

students, musicians and professors. I learned valuable lessons from my time at Roosevelt 
such as working together with other students in jazz combos which demands teamwork, 
cooperation, collaboration and creative ideas.  
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Skills 

 

(proficient):Javascript, React, HTML,CSS, GitHub, MySQL, Bootstrap, RESTful API’s 

 
Professional References:  Adam Loper - Electrical Engineer - Microsoft (arthur.science@gmail.com) 
                                                                     AL Lee  - Webmaster- State of Illinois (217.899.3863)   
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